Cohiba
Siglo I

1,160 Baht

This is a classic Cohiba. In the first third, the cigar develops a nice thick and
creamy smaoke. aromas of cocoa, citrus and hay dominate. Some louches of
spice also appear. The second third goes on with the same flavors: chocolate,
sweet and coffee notes.

Siglo II

1,180 Baht

A rich and full bodied with typically dry, woody aromas that are not
overpowered by strength. The cigar is spicy and rich, with complex flavors of
dark chocolate, coffee and leather.

Mini (pack 10)

1,000 Baht

Cohiba Minis are an excellent cigar for those little time on their hands to
enjoys a puff of Cuban magic.

Romeo Y Julieta
No.1

590 Baht

Light flavors, it is fresh, floral bouquet with faint trace of woodiness. Romeo
Y Julieta is a perfect for a beginner of the Havanas.

No.2

520 Baht

Light flavors, it is fresh, floral bouquet with faint trace of woodiness. Romeo
Y Julieta is a perfect for a beginner of the Havanas.

No.3

480 Baht

Balance is the key to this Coronitas, a balance between strength and flavor,
matched by a balance between size and burn. Fresh and slight woody and
floral. It is pleasantly easy to smoke.

Petit Churchills

900 Baht

Size of Petit Robusto is a great sucess since it was released in 2004, it have
the perfect format to savor the balance and aromatic flavors of classic
Romeo y Julieta.
The first third greets you with strong falvors of vanilla and honey. The cigar
reveals its complexity all along this first third, some coffee, some dry fruits,
bitter chocolate, and some leather aromas.

Short Churchills

1,070 Baht

The Short Churchills, released in 2006 by Romeo y Julieta was smoked for the
first time at the festival del Habano. An easy drawing, medium flavor, and
light strength cigar that are sweet in taste fromm the first to the last draw.
Medium - to full-bodied cigar that is well made with a good burn and smooth
draw producing lots of smoke loaded with classic Romeo y Julieta flavors.

Mini (pack 10)

800 Baht

Romeo y Julieta Miniatures might be small, but thses tasty cigarillos alow
you to enjoy a full Romeo y Julieta experience, in a fraction of the time.
Containing the same premium tobaccos as their larger counterparts,
Miniatures deliver smooth, big-time flavors. The best part is, Miniatures are
packaged in porket-sized fresh-sealed tins, which require no humidification
until you open them! Convenience at its finest, from Romeo y Julieta.

Montecristo
Edmundo

1,360 Baht

This big cigar looks more powerful than it is. Surprisingly mild, the
Montecristo Edmundo, one of the newer vitoles of the Montecristo family,
has all the recognizable traits of the brand, but delivered in a gentle warm
smoke, especially in the first phase of the cigar. The aromas is perfectly
balanced with its characteristic medium to full flavour will arise even greater
enthusiasm among the faithful smokers of Montecristo brand.

Petit Edmundo

950 Baht

There is a nice aroma to the cigar, and it shows some definite star anise spice
notes, cedar hay, black coffee and earth notes. It is beautiful first third with
nice woody aromas, such as oak and cedar. We can also detect some leather
notes surrounding flavors of double roasted coffee and cocoa.

Tubos

1,070 Baht

These are simply Montecristo No.1’s in tubes. The aging process is slower but
more effcient as the flavors stay locked inside the tube. It is earthy taste, with
an undertone of cocoa flavours and some hints of roasted nuts.

Petit Tubos

760 Baht

The draw is excellent, and it is very well constructed. The last third is a bit
stronger but still a very good smoke.

Junior

680 Baht

Cigar from new Montecristo open line. A small sized Monotecristo with
second ring with the Golden letter. Open and the vitola name. this cigar is
light woody and leathery aromas. Easy to smoke.

Joyitas

430 Baht

The Montecristo Joyitas is packed with leathery,... It has an earthy taste with
hints of dark roasted coffee on the other Montecristo Cigars.

Puritos

170 Baht

Montecristo Puritos are the ideal selection for the smoker of everyday cigars
who wish to “upgrade” without a major jump in price. Alternatively they are
perfect for the premium cigar lover who would like to enjoy the unique tang.

Mini (pack 10)

800 Baht

Montecristo Minis are an excelent cigar for those with little time on their
hands to enjoy a puff of cuban magic. Continuing to attract both new and
more ecperienced smokers.

Partagas
Serie D No.4

1,240 Baht

The Partagas Serie D No.4 starts with a coffee and chocolate flavor with the
overtone of leather and tobacco. The cigar mellows down and gets more
complex. Woody, earthy and sweet with a medium to full body. This is a very
tasty cigar with full body, with complex and interesting flavors.

De Luxe

440 Baht

This Partagas is freshness and woody aromas, its vanilla and sugar develop
on the palate with very pleasant floral and vegetal aftertastes.

Mille Fleurs

390 Baht

The Partagas Mille Fleurs tastes like a Partagas, almost identical to its sibling
the Partagas Short in a more elegant format with touches of leather. The
cigar delivers thick, rich and flavorful smoke, with cedar, nutmeg, coffee and
earth flavors. This is a delicious full bodied cigar in a small format.

Coronas Senior

510 Baht

Official size is called Eminentes an is slightly shorter than a Corona. It’s great
Partagas flavor, nice spicy draw, even burn and medium strength. Inside the
good looking tubos.

Coronas Junior

410 Baht

It’s subtle peppery, earthy flavours and the medium tobacco taste are
blended quite nicely. An ideal cigar for a beginner.

Chicos

170 Baht

The figure of it really is combine springs from a blend with tobaccos from the
Vuelta Abajo area picked for their instantly recognizable luxurious of taste as
well as smell.

Mini (Pack 20)

1,200 Baht

A product made only from the genuine raw material, Cuban tobacco, which
is, without any doubt, the best tobacco in the world.

H. Upmann
Magnum 46

1,190 Baht

One of the Best Cuban cigars available on the market. The Magnum 46 was
very popular during the early 2000’s. The Magnum is dried fruits and
intensely rich woody aromas. The roundness of taste is due to the leather
and chocolate aromas. The spiciness is present but the taste of the first third
is rather heady. The spiciness of the magnum has a special characteristie.

Royal Robusto

1,160 Baht

Vey popular Casa Del Habano series H. Upmann cigar from 2011 and one
that i love. one of the tastiest of the Cuban H. Upmann cigars available today,
the Royal Robustos have a gradual build in power that is amtched by the
increase in intensity of flavour. Limited in production, as only 5000 boxes
were produced.

Coronas Major

600 Baht

A small Upmann, but powerful and with a very good taste with good
complexity, cocoa, leather and hints of tangy cedar.

Coronas Minor

450 Baht

This cigar is quite delicious and tasty, with slightly earthy good quality tobacco
flavours and an underlying sweetness that endures to the very last draw.

Coronas Junior

440 Baht

This cigar is light flavors and swett toasted aromas for a beginner. The length
and girth ratio is perfect; its seductively soft.

Hoyo De Monterrey
Epicure Especial

1,310 Baht

Medium to full body. Smooth and consistent best describe the
chacracteristic of thic cigar. The flavors most present are cocoa with hints of
hazelnut. There is a woody element to the cigar but it is subtle and lingers in
the background. It is a medium to full flavored cigar but medium in body and
very smooth with only touches of spice tickling your nose from time to time.

Epicure No.2

1,180 Baht

The Epicure No.2 starts with a strong shot of tobacco combined with deep
flavors of moist soil and lots of spices. After few puffs on the cigar, the cigar
becomes smoother and the flavors settle. The final third turns to a fuller
body with th sweetness of caramelized suger with hints of tobacco and
leather in a creamy context.

Petie Robusto

800 Baht

Hoyo de Monterrey Petit Robusto is one of the most enjoyed cigars of the
Hoyo de Monterrey brand. The first third starts out a little pepper, wood and
earth with hints of leather. The finish is very strong and rich.

Coronations

460 Baht

A very mild Hoyo cigar presented in Aluminum Tubes. A good start for a
morning or an easy going afternoon cigar when you want to relax. It is mild
tobacco flavor with notes of light leather and cocoa.

Vega Fina
Coronas Tubos

540 Baht

Hand-crafted at the famous Tabacalera de Garcia factory, Vega Fina is one of
the most sought-after Dominican cigars in Europe. Mid - strength flavor, rich
in aroma and taste. Good draw and easy to smoke.

Bolivar
Bolivar Tubos No.1

710 Baht

The Bolivar Tubos No.1 is an amazing cigar, which can be enjoyed at any time
of the day. Its medium to medium-full body produces deep earthy flavors,
alongside with spices, leather, chocolate and tobacco. All the flavors are well
balanced, in a fantatic miture of taste thanks to its magnificent construction.

Bolivar Tubos No.2

620 Baht

This Bolivar Tubos No.2 is a medium to full body cigar. Lots of cream in the
first third, dominated by a taste of butter; but the main flavor is of earth
mixed with leather. These flavors are well balanced and reveal the
complexity of the cigar and its great.

Bolivar Tubos No.3

540 Baht

The Bolivar Tubos No.3 is a very good cigar, strong, however, (medium to full
bodied cigar), but with rich flavors that are still enjoyable. It is rich aromas of
earth and sweet spice.

Royal Coronas

1,060 Baht

The BolivarRoyal Coronas was rated the Number 1 Cigar of the Year by Cigar
Aficionado in 2006. This cigar explores sweet fruity, earthy and woody
aromas without ever being aggressive. It is very good burning increase the
flavour on the palate with a good balance of earthiness and spiciness.

Juan Lopez
Selection No.2

910 Baht

The flavor of the blend makes it an attractive choice for those who seek
medium bodied and complex Habanos in a shorter smoke time. This cigar is
aroma of embers, mellow, hot and smelling leather and finishes off with a
taste of earth and roasted nuts.

Quintero
Nacionales

310 Baht

This cigar smokes quickly and so give off all its flavour rapidly with a touch of
liveliness. The flavour is mellow and robust. A good cigar for daytime.

Panetelas

250 Baht

Quintero cigar are characterized as medium flavour with a classic Cuban
cigar smooth taste. There are some light wood and walnut notes. The finish
has a hint of pepper spice and a faint tobacco sweetness.

Puritos

140 Baht

Milder cigar with a very nice aroma. A quite small stick that has a perfect
draw and a good combustion where a smoke can find earthy, peppery and
some honey notes with no complexity at all.

Mini (Pack20)

800 Baht

Wide flavor range cigar. Earthy, peppery and some honey notes.

Punch
Royal Coronations

690 Baht

This Corona from Punch, which is normally presented in aluminum tubes, is
characteristic for its smoothness and rich flavours and aromas. Definitely, a
good medium-light tobacco taste cigar, ideal for those who are not very
used to smoke habanos yet.

Coronation

490 Baht

This Petit Corona from Puch, which is normally presented in aluminum
tubes, is characteristic for its smoothness and rich flavours and aromas.
Definitely, a good medium-light tobacco taste cigar.

Jose L. Piedra
Nacionales

350 Baht

Excellent value for mony with well developed earth, chocolate and coffee
flavours. A good every day smoke.

Brevas

350 Baht

An excellent value for money Cuban cigar, well balanced and medium-bodied.
It’s lots of earthy forthright flavours. A good every day smoke.

Petit Cetros

270 Baht

A lighter bodied pantelas size, smooth and if well rolled, the cigar draw
nicely developing earthy, rawer, sightly sweet flavors. The cigar draws very
nicely and is a great smoke.

Guantanamera
Cristales

370 Baht

This cigar is easr burning which brings fresh, woody, honeyed flavours to the
mouth. This is an excellent cigar for beginners.

Puritos

150 Baht

This is a nice little cigar and an ideal smoke to accompany the drive home.
Great flavour, not too strong and very smooth.

